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18Jan84 Popper to Champion
1990
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to be worthy oi' a wider beering.I am surpriae t} atB rand ThiMol
did not use his vast popilarity among humanists and libersia to
promote your work.I was also itLrpri8Gd to tinj in a aurway of the
Indices of fifteen or twuaty thick volumes of sociological theory
(American) published 4noe 950, tnat the name Popper did riot appear
in one of them.

1eeI a little avkwrd ting this letter becanse there is a 2ot
I want to say and it is hard tO know where to atart.I will pit a
parcel of writings in the surface mail so that in fw weeka time.
you 'will be able to see if I am perverting your message or not -
whether I am playing Ficlite to your Ksnt.

Biography is hardly rlevant, but it is one way of starting.I
was barn in the bush in Tasmania twenty ax years agoI attended.
the Launceaton Seh Church of Eng1and Gremniers School for Boys
where my main .ntere ate were cricket and reading anything witb*n
reach.(Yon will probably not be surprised to hear tt most of the
.mpoz'tant philosophical problems arise within. cricket.I also have

a bypotheis that hietoriciani could nOthave been born in
cricket playing country). :

From 1963 to 66 I studied A'icultual Scióncé at the Taeania
tlniveroity in obart.Thie topic was chosen partly because 1 came
from a/arm and partly because I had discovered that there 'was

-
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ocj wLa'.ofl pro b .em in the orId..At the university I dis
covered Bertrand Thissell, Huxley, Koestler and the tact that the
food problem was not so much a problem at agx.cultura1 'techr3O1o.
as a oomplex problem contairnig elements of religion, culture,

ychc1or, education, ociolo and plitics etc. I also found
that I was more intereate th the world of idias than what 'waa
presented as the world of science, but at the same time I found
some kind, of subtle rot nning through literature, dEanla- poetry
and tb world of ideas genera1ly

However, under the influence of scholarships I persisted with
Agriculture and in 1967 I wit to Adelaide to study foxn Ronours
degree, financed by the Australian Meat Research Comittee.Thia
resulted in some epoch making work ("The Penetration of Clay b
Boot Hsirs Champion and Barley, SOIL SCICS vol lOS, pp4O2
407) - epoch niaking in the sense that4 it brought work in this
field literally to the point of splitting root hairse

The trsin of oivilieation drove me into psyoboloy, where I.
found problems of procedure occurrad which were Just abaiit the
same as 'those encountered fn Soil Science J,t this, stage my
contact with scientific method bad been reatriced to one lecture
in which we were told about the inductIon of lawa from .observatin
of facts ¶thi a didxit make sense, but the -whole b cture didnt seem
to have anything to do with our wo*, anyway.

In 1969 I left the world of agriculture and. went to Sydney w
in great mental disarray 4th vague ideas of formulating nez
theories of psychology, new moral principles and a new philosophy
which would enable people to come to grips with the preplexthg
vista of nihiuim and despair which seemed to be afflicting moat
people who put pen to paper.Ths job was ba.rdly begun when someone
showed me "The Open Society and its Eneniea' where I found that it
had all been done twenty five years ago, or a good deal of it any
way.Since then I have been working with the New South Wales
Humanist Society, reading, and plotting and planning.Thia term I
have taking a school teachiz2g ob which Will enable me to go on
as an itinerant pamphleteer, or peripatetic philosopher, for anoth
er year or coaU the time ti'ng to make the best use of my thus,
talents and. typewriter.
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Diligite homines, interficite errore&'. Love men, slay errors. attributed to St.
Augustine.

Dear Sir Kar1

7 Belvoir St,
Surry Hills,
March 30th

NSW 2010 Aust

i7/
thank you for replying to letter and for sending the articles, none of whic

I had seen. I should have replied earlier but I delayed, first in the hope of adding somethir
to your ideas, then someone sureptitiously entered our house and departed with my typewriters
then came the mail strike.

Since writing 'I do not want to play Fichte to your Kant' I have read Bartley's 1965 papex
so I might have said 'I do not want to do a 8artley'. Some clue to this performance may be
found in the megalomaniacal tone of his contribution to your Birthday Book. This paper Was
very good but it did not seem to add anything fundamental to your concept of critical
rationalism, beyond adding a word to make it comprehensive critical rationalism. However he
seemed to think that this comprehensive critical rationalism was some kind of philosophers
stone. This could have been overlooked at the time and ascribed to youthful enthusiasm
because his ideas were well put and he made a good point, as an aside, that people who think
in terms of justification or verification ha great difficulty in seeing the point of your
ideas (Ayer still seems to think this way end apparently1 Russell did all his life which 'wouj
account for his truly remarkable astigmatism towards you4ideas.) So far as the 1965 1* per is
concerned, prolonged se discussion about IMPCRTANCE is not likely to yield any more than t
discussion of NING. Bartleys concluding remarks seem to indicate that he takes reason anc
rationality far too seriously, in a way that the positivists took 'science' too seriously.

No doubt meaning poses all sorts of interesting problems in eripirical psychology bt it
remains to be seen if it raises any worthwhile philosophical, problems.

I ust admit that I am well equipped to recognise megalomania but my ambition is to build
upon your ideas, if necessary by refuting them,;it will not help to show that they are
unimportant. At present my building consists of analysing the pernicious literary fashions
which have arisen from false concepts of knowledge. This is closely related to Frank Kerinode
interests and last week I was on the verge of writing to him to suggest that I might submit
manuscript on Karl Popper for his Modern }sters series but then I discovered that Bryan
Magee is doing this In case he has not appreciated tl5tchness and fertility of your ideas
I will send him some drafts that I am working on. One of them is an extended cricket analogy
in wbich I set our to refute xeductioniat theories of human behavior, specifically the
neo.aeudian instinct theories and the Stiinulis-Response schools • This was drafted out befor
I eneøuntered THE SOCIETYAND ITS I1IM1T1S bii &rl 4+



I eneounte dIOHN SOCIETY AND ITS ENE Tbut irilt a sym tet1c imagiaive reader
may detect the beginnings of an attack pn easentilism, historicism, induction (and the use
of probabilities for predietoi). TherLs an attempt to postuiste the 'logic of the situation
or the autonnr of problenis, but the whble thing bogged dcn in the problem of accounting
for ideas and rditions Far too many problems arose at once Snd no one was available to
help to work through them (This accounts for sU sorts of inconsistencies and elementary err
in the early eS5TS.

For ex3mple, the tradition of wanting to win cricket matches ( which has to a serious
extent been :eplce by the tradition of anting to avoid losing) is an essential i.art of
the logic of the situation but it seernedtö demand a historical ezplan3tion I could not see
then that we may legitimately give a historical or evolutionary account of a tradition
without conunitting ourselves to a historicist explanation of the situation where that
tradition is sn element. }Iere I think your discriminatIon between historical and generalising
sciences, is critical and immeflsely fruitf'ul

I have r eently ove'come my reticence nd made conttct with some local philosophers and I
hope that discussion with them, 3nd maybe correspondence with Bryan Magee will enable me to
organise my activities more effectively. interest in literary fashions is not rely acadei
because one of my projects is a novel or series of novels recreating the last decade or so,
portraying the repoase of dtfferen characters to the strain of civiisition • Apart from the
standard problems of plot and character there is the vexing question of how much philosophy c
be aUoed to creep in arid how much humanist painphleteering? Eztremely exciting things are g
going on at the frontiers of psychology which should illuminate your study of language, and-s
should also enable psychology to. articulate with sociàlogy without eithar being distorted in
the process .etc. the third world is indeed infinitely rich.

In conclusion, I ia excitd and inspired by your reply last time but in view of the numbe
of letters yo receive 1 dent anticipate any response this time.

L j7rr el't af4A -



Ji4y 1st, 1971.
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"1 uhin hn ;v'o ouoft loo< a everything pair s'nd squsro. voybody can make a intake,

end he more he hin°n sb-un a thing, nbc mr're mes he's oound to make ne gou rtl.Jir

ochmi
7 i3elvoir n, durry Hills, 2fl
July 2Pth 9 7/

Deer Lady roper,
Thank :iu ftr your' letter ol' July 1st; I wuld be deligtmed " receri-

r tk rint3 I nou1d have ad i larer in e arcn 3' 'a I dia n

r 1 tecSu'e it sins e c tin oJ ir var? rilr't; brw oer is1l3
cor-. orderce nhile the galle' roos o 3ClI1 gaThr dust F'r rn s rear n I w 1no
to ;rite in the first tlace but I had been in the same dilemma over Bertrand Russell and the
o lto cnec rnle I s still recrastina irs s I resoltred iha dir Var? soula rot oe

to escane. In any case I had more to say to dir Karl because after some early simuTLat
ion froo Russell's poular works I found his more technical work suhtl unsatisyin. This I
sbused to lurking elements of anti-intellectualism on OT art houh since dir han has
formulated his 'third world' theory I am happier.

F.R.Lesvis occasionally mentions a 'hird world' but I cannot he sure if his is autonomous
ano its relationshin to science is vague (actually I dcinn think he allows sthience in his thir
world). " . . .there is a prior human acheivenent of collaborative creatton, a more basic wor o
the nind of man, one without which the tniumhant €rectirtn of the scientific edifice would not
have been possible: that is, the creation of the human world, including languare. ..i mention
laneuge because it is in terms of literature that I can marts easily make my meaning plain...
It ishe study of literature that one comes to recognise the nature and priority of the thir
realm. (as, unphiloso,.hically, no doubt, I call it, talking with my pupils), the realm of tht
'jhich is neither eel rivaie and ersonal nor ublic in toe Snbe that it can b brougnt
into the laboratory a pointed to.You cannot point to the oem; itis 'there' only in the
re-creati'eres.onbeof , inaiv 1 minds to the black mar Lc5 on te But it is So5letblflh

nich minds can meet..." jSge 27-28 of TkO CULTURES? THE SIGNIFICANCE OF C.P.3NRH, Chatto
and iindus I2. -

"Our special business was literary criticism but we say nothing arbitrary in our taking th
reative process of criticism that interplay of personal judgements in which values re
smablished and a world created 'that is neither public in a sense congenial to science nor
]erely private - as representative and type of the rocess in which the human world is crested
nd renewed and kept liging." p- of SCRUTINY, vol XX

Both Leavis and T.S.Eliot conceive of English literature, or culture in general, as 'sorieth
jore than an. aggreggte of.individual works' which is hard to explain with a subjectivist ther
of knowledge. This leads to holism whereby "....a 'culture' is conceived as the cr-ati'
of toe societ7 as a hole bein r i '- -'



of tne Socie'tyi 5 a wioie: beinc, tr'n t1r ',
C1 •" biS

tce5 gi1ot close to Durkheim, and I hope to show tha; at 1 ast part ,rrb1e:; je
dentica1 with 'Com,ton's irroble&.

The world' ontology also rovides a platiorm for -
;) indicating the weakness of I.A.Richards' psychological Lheor:r f value.
2) suggesting that Ivor Winters' absolutism does not inply theism, as he hins&f thinks:
...I am aware that my absolutism implies a theistic osition...If expience appears o indica
het absolute truths exist, that we are able to work towards an apprxirate apprehnsin

them, but that they are antecedent to our apprehension and chat our apprehension is seldom and
perhaps never perfect, then there is only one lace in which these truths may ho locaoed,
q,nd 1 see no way to escape this conclusion.t page 1)4 of IN DENCg OF REASON. In this book
?inters wages war on exressicnism; "...if it is possible by rational eláeidation to give a

-ptore or less clear account of what one finds in a poem and why one approves or disapproves, the:
communication between two critics, though no doubt imperfect, becomes ossib1e, and it becomes
possible that they may in some measure correct each others errors and so come rore near to a
true judgement of the poem."(age 3o2)
3) sorting out the relations between moral and formal theories which perplexed Graham Hough in
•N E.3S.fY ON CRITIOISN.
4) criticising Northro. Frye's nature study aproach to literature: "If criticism exists,it mus

an examination of literature in terms of a concetual framework derivable from an inductiire
ourvey of the literary field." 2 7 of ANATONY OF CRITICI3N.

Incidentally, the nature study approach has been carried into a great deal of sociology. 5y
'the nature study approach I mean the notion that you start by collecting and describing, then y
classify, then you start 'to take the material apart and do experiments with it.The advancement
the subject is measured by the amount of electr;nic hardware requir for doing experiments. it
this stage sociology is far behind but catching up, and literature is nowhere.

On the topic of induction, one might say 'as pa&riotism is he last refuge of a scoundrel, s
istification of belief by probability is the last refuge of: an inductivist'.

continued...



7 Belvoir St, Surry Hills,
N.S.W. 2010
Australia,
Oct. 12th

Dear Sir Karl,
thank you for the article which you sent. It arrived three weeks ago and in

the same mail delivery there was a letter from the editor of THC HUMANIST IN CANADA asking
for pernu salon to reprint ttOrganised humanism. Radical Centre or Anachronism9" wh5ch I had
sent to him along withthe three parts of the eries"TowardsaLibaral Eduóation". He
said he had not read any of your books but my articis bad made him want to.

Your interview with Bryan Magee (LISTENER, Jan 7th) was well received over here. Those
of my friends who are music lovers were delighted to see that you play the piano but
sceptics wre quick to point out that they did not see you playlgg the plane at all, they
saw you sitting at one. Anyway, whether you play the piano or not, my girl-friend insists
that you have the most attractive ears that she has seen on any philosopher.

A month ago, in the course of tracking down the works of Edmund Wilson, I found an
article by W.H,Audea titled "Criticism in a Mass Society" in which he used the terms open
and closed soceity in almost the same sanse as you did. He distinguished between
presupposjtj5? which cannot be immadiately proved true or false, and 'propositions'

which can be experimentally tested. His arunient Is fatally flawed by his belief in absolut
values which we are unable to grasp with certainty because of our original sin. The articlE
is in a book called THE INTENT OF THE CRITIC, Princeton Uni Press, I91I. It is edited by
D.A.Stauffer but the cow which I read bears the name Wilson on the cover.

A parcel is on the way to you, in the surface mail, which means that it thill arrive in
about six weeks time4 It contains the liberal education series, in three parts, which was
printed this year in HONI SOIT, the Sydney University student newspaper.

r philosophical and literary prejects have not gone forward much recently because I
have been dissipating my energies working for the local Humanist Society, the local
equivalent of the Liberal Party, and the Family Planning Association etc and soon I will
have to get a job again because I want to visit Britain next British sunmer.



Belvoir St, Thursday March 23rd

Dear Sir Karl,
I plan to visit Britain for a few months, starting in May or June. Un-

Fortunately I was not selected in the touring Australian cricket team so I will have to
travel at my own expense. I hope to finish a novel before leaving Sydn but this project
is not progressing very rapidly because every time I go to the library I find
fresh applicatinns for the 'three world' theory.

This literary offspring of mine has turned out to be a juvenile dlinqunt. It was f or-
ced upon me when a friend scrutinised the first few chapters of a novel which I was plann-
ing to submit for the Angus and Robertson's Writers Fellowship (awarded for a project, not
for a complete work), This friend suggested that the material was hardly worth the paper i°
was written on, and looking at it with fresh eyes I was inclined to agree. So in the weei
remaining before the closing date .1 salvaged some parts of it and btiilt them into the
structure of a totally different book. I submitted almost half a book (2S,000 words) with
plan for the rest. This one of over two hundred submissions which did not win the
feUowship but they wrote back saying they would like to see the finished manuscripts of
both my submissions and despite the suspicion that they might have sent out two hundred
identical letters I want to finish the novel. The other submission was a plan of a book
vaguely titled "Penicillin for the Soul". I might have submitted a plan of "Principia
Sociblogia" but upon enquiry I discovered that Angus and Robertson would not want to pub-
lish that sort of thing.

I dont know. if..my public relatinns program on your behalf has yOir ii blessing but in
aby case I will tell you what I hse been up to, apart from what yo4iave seen I hope you
were not offended by the Bazza Mackenzie article. It was a desperate attempt to penetrate
the armour plating which Australian university students use to protect them from the imtac
of ideas. It was also a ploy to advertise the Liberal Education series and a few other key
works, Also I wanted to drop some ideas from your recent work which I had no4een able to
work into the Liberal Education series. The "Sunmiary of (your) Recent WOrk" had been rejeci
ted by the editor of the "Union Recorder" and the editor of "Honi" was not prepared to tak
another of my long, serious articles.



l4hen the editor of "The Humanist in Canada" responded favourably to my matérial, I
extr2cted te dollars from the Humanist Society to send parcels to 2S Ethical Societies in
the United States. The parcels contained The Liberal Education series, "Organised Humanist
Radical Centre or Anachrniism?", "SumLlary of Recent Work", Letter to the American "Huuianis
brief biography of Popper and reading list.

I asked if they would reply giving their impressions but so far only one person ha
done so: Howard Box of the Brooklyn Society fnr Ethical Culture wrote back saying he would
give Popper a serious reading.

My advertisements for Popper are a response to an objective problen situation,as I see
I) Without taking the word 'Galileo' too seriously, and using the term 'social sciences'
extremely broadly to include the critical discussion of morals, aesthetis ete, you are
the Galileo of the social sciences.

2) Very few people re&lise this.
With regard to(I), I look forward to seeing some effective criticism; of your recent

work. With regard to (2) I sri prepared to revise my tactics, if not my strategy. I am
very alarmed at the attraction the so-called Counter Culture exerts upon many highly
intelligent an .sensitive young people. This is an example of the pernicious effects of
subjective theories of knowledge which equate growth of knowledge with expansion of
consciousness...Arthur. Koestler has fallen for thM. trap too,

In a separate parcel I will send : a letter to Artbur Koestler.
a letter to Dr. Jerrold Katz of M.I.T.
a letter to the editor of "The Humanist in Canada"
plan of "Penicillin for the 3o1"

And soon I hope to send a list of problem shifts called for by your recent work, with an
explanation of why it is that I have adopted your ideas so wholeheartedly
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7 Belvoir St,
Surry Hills,
N.S.W. 2010
Jan th I973

Dear Popper,
I have made enquiries at Sydney Univeusity and the University of New

South Wales in case you want to extend your itinerary to include some Australian

universities. Professor Nerlich at Syxney University has sent you a letter explaining

briefly the situation in his department.

The most interesting response to my enquiries came from the Depertment of General

Studies at the Uni. of N.3.W. They have asked me to enquire, informally, whether you

would like to spend six months as a Profoaaor in their department • If you cannot

consider this offer thei that will be the end of the matter, but if you are at all

interested than let me know .nd I will pass on tha information, to them so that they

may begin formal roceedings. I told them that you are rather unlikely to respond

to this offer because, quite apart from your health, you have so much work in progress

that after your stay in New Zealand you will probably snt. to get back to Falloufield

as quickly as possible.

xxx

Jeremy has probably told you that David Edwards,. an English lecturer at S1oüh'

is studying your work in cmxbx comarison with some themes from Leavis. urprisii

ly, he was doing this without reference to any work later than "Con3ectures and

Refutation&' but e. is now reading "Objective Knowledge", The three of us pooled our

resources to donate a copy of "O.K." to Leavis.

I have asked Jeremy to. send a copy of "O.K.8 to Jean Piaget who has lately been

advocating an evolutionary approach to personal knowledge.. His main jnterests are

philosophical (though his first research was concerned with snails) and he has some

knoledge of your earlier work. His recent works have been concerned ith UGenetic

Epistemno,ogy" and there is no mention of your work there.

This year I will euro] at the Uni. of N.S.. for an LA. qualifying Qourse in

Socio'ogy or in the History and Piilosophy of Science.

Best wishes to yourself and Lady Popper.
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Fallowfield
Manor load

Confidential Penn, huckinahire
Snl'nd.

Jcnuary 22nd, 1973

My dear Champion,

We had to change our rlans: at first we intended to

fly out to Hew Zealand via Americe and to continue via australia. How

we shall fly out via Singapore and Bali, and to return a the Pacific and

America. This means that we shall be in Sydney for one nifht only and that

there will be no time for a lecture or a discussion etc. As we cannot leave

hero before the 20th of February, we shall be in a great hurry, particularly

as n la to oreai our' OiC at st onc f' c Lor'L i'st pea_ed Th
also

day we shall have in Sydney between fliF'hts we shall/have to use for resting

before the final fiiaht to Christchurch and Dunedin. be shall ot be able to

see anybody çthis is the reason why this letter is confidential) except our

friend Cohn Simkin, if he is in Sydney at this time, and you, if you care

to see us and can manage to do so. According to our plans shall arrive in

Sydney on Saturday, March 3rd at 9.35 by Quantas, fli,c'ht So QF730; leaving

for Christchurch on Su:oday,r4that 11.1 by QF 312.

d
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"Transcendentalism is the philosophy of intuition, the developmentkof universal convictions;
t'uths which are inherent in the organisation of mind, which cannot be obliterated, though
they may be obscured, by superstitious prejudice on the one hand, and by the Aristotelian
logic on the other".

Mr. Skionar in Crotchet Castle by Thomas Love Peacock,

Friday December 14th

Dear Popper,
I hope you are enjoying good health and I hope the power short-

ages are not causing you too much trouble.

I will tell you a little about the progress of my studies, then I will
talk about your books and the notice that has been taken of
them,

With the support of the acting head of the school of Sociology at the
University of New South Wales I was able to enroll as a Masters Qualiying
student which meant taking the full third year course, with an additional
unit from second year. The acting head is Assoc. Prof. Athol Congalton
who began his academic carreer in New Zealand as a psychologist. He has
been very good to me in other ways, for instance during the year he brought
to my attention a job in the Australian Council for the Arts and I worked
there for six weeks preparing a report on the courses in Crafts which are
available in Australia. It turns out that there are very few Diploma
courses available, consequently most of our best i craftsmen are either
self-taught or have come from overseas. For our pln'poses Cabinetmaking was
classified as a Trade course, not as a Craft.

Prof. Congalton also supported my application for the jb1 which I have
at the mom ent, I am in a project concerned with patterns and trends of
drug use ( drugs including tobacco, alcohol as well as pain4'lillers,
sedatives and the illegal drugs). The project has been in progress for thre!
years but they are still having trouble getting their data processed by the
computer. They really wanted someone with a good background in sociology
and computing but they have had to iake do with an agricultural scientist
Thout computing experience. My honours thesis will be concerned with the

methodological problems which arise in this kind of research,

During the year I did some work on Talcott Parsons, who xx2 unfortunately wrote far
too much, and some work on Dilthey who has very little work in translation. Since I do not
read German I have not made much progress with Dilthey.

With regard to the motto at the top of the letter, I amused a number of my friends
by organising readings of Peacock's novels which are set out like plays, linked with
sections of narrative. He had a very shrewd eye for the weaknesses and excesses of such
schools of thought as utilitirianism and German idealism.

Monod kindly sent me a draft of his Preface to the tranisation of L.SOD. I think
Jeremy has a copy of this.(I meant to send hima copy but I may have forgotten to do So.)

With regard to your books: there x a couple of sill reviews of Ub1ectve Knowledge
in local papers. So far there have been no reviews of Magee's book. ), 9
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neny i' e for your intcreetin :etL-er of December 1th, l9,

a - 1cies for my bc ed reply. is you mow, my iafl uroblem is

±nsoli.hle,

I nas ver, to hear of your success in becoming enrolled as

lifyin etufont, 1d in vetting first t e job in the Council for the

A ts ii the roject on drug ume, it ic very good. that you can link up

your hono irs thesis nith your job experience.

Talcott Parson ± c ose xho enrich t: elogical

terminology (left side of my T. ithout adding to blens, theories

or tests (riht side), He thus fo un thin good, I think.

I so not lion any ci ieacoekts novels.

:e (z nd 1) are still uroofreading: the 1 batch of

proofs arrived las; l li ).

T (on tb - House),

I cme gouT stuCL - t:sfvinp end 'imulatins.
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